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Current Project 
•  Finishing 

•  14 TeV KK W sensitivity studies 
•  Effect of pile-up 

-  https://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=4&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=275341 

•  Starting 
•  Apply Q-jets algorithm to ZZ->llqq search at 8 TeV 

•  ZZ->llqq is a completed search at ATLAS using 7.2 fb-1 at 8 TeV 
-  https://cds.cern.ch/record/1559274?ln=en 

•  Check significance with/without Q-Jets 
•  Is the improvement worth spending more time on? 

•  How does telescoping jet compare to Q-jet? 
-  Run kt algorithm with multiple R values 
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kt jet clustering algorithm 
•  kt jet clustering algorithms try 

to reverse parton shower 
•  β determines the pT dependence, 

varies between algorithms 
•  Calculate distance parameter 

between particles 
•  Find minimum of the set of dij 

and diB 
•  If dij is min then combine 

particles and repeat 
•  If diB is min then it is a final jet, 

remove from list 
•  Continue until no particles remain 

•  Jet pruning checks each 
recombination 
•  If both conditions are met the 

softer particle is discarded 

•  Input: R, zcut, dcut 

•  Pruning cuts  
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Q-jet algorithm (1) 
•  Q-jets algorithm reconstructs multiple possible 

event histories 
•  Merges constituents randomly with a weighting 

factor that reflects the likelihood that they would 
be paired 

•  Weights are:  
•  α is the rigidity, controls sensitivity to RNG 

•  Merge pairs according to probability density function 
•  Veto if the pair meets the jet pruning conditions on slide 3 

•  Continue until all pairs are merged, this is a Q-jet 
•  Repeat the algorithm to get a distribution of Q-jets 
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Q-jet algorithm (2) 
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Figure 2: Q-jet mass distribution when generating 1000 Q-jets per jet for (a) a jet from a W boson decay
in a tt̄ event and for (b) a jet from a dijet event, reconstructed from topological clusters. The distribution
for α = 100 is not shown as it coincides with the pruned jet mass, as expected.

reduce the event rate to a few hundred Hz.
To reject non-collision backgrounds, events are required to contain a primary vertex consistent with

the LHC beam spot, reconstructed from at least 2 tracks each with transverse momentum ptrack
T >

400 MeV. All jets in the event built with the anti-kt algorithm with R = 0.4 and a measured pjet
T > 20 GeV

are required to satisfy the “looser jet” requirements discussed in detail in Ref. [18]. These selections are
designed to provide an efficiency to retain good quality jets of greater than 99.8% with as high a fake jet
rejection as possible. In particular, this selection is very efficient in rejecting fake jets that arise due to
calorimeter noise.

Two different data samples are used for this analysis. The first sample is selected by the primary
single muon trigger chain, which is a logical OR of a pT > 24 GeV threshold, isolated muon trigger
chain and a pT > 36 GeV threshold muon trigger chain without the isolation requirement. The second
sample is selected by a single jet trigger chain with a pT > 145 GeV threshold for anti-kt R = 0.4 jets.
This trigger is used to select events where the trigger jet pT is not too dissimilar from the pT region of
interest: however, this low threshold in pT leads to a very large trigger rate, and therefore only a small,
randomly selected subset of the triggered events are recorded. The luminosity of the dijet data sample is
thereby reduced to 36.3 ± 0.1 pb−1, which still constitutes a sample large enough for the study.

3 Simulated Data Samples

Jets from hadronically decaying W bosons are selected from a tt̄ sample produced with the Powheg [19,
20] generator, which incorporates next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD matrix elements into a parton
shower framework through the Pythia 6 [21] generator. The parton distribution function (PDF) set used
is the leading order (LO) CTEQ6L1 [22]. The cross section is normalised to the approximate next-to-
next-to-leading order (NNLO) value [23]. The production of W and Z bosons in association with jets,
from both light and heavy flavor quarks, is simulated using the Alpgen [24] generator and the CTEQ6L1
PDF set. The parton shower and hadronization are modelled with Pythia 6. Diboson backgrounds are
simulated at LO with Herwig [25] and scaled to NLO whereas single top production is modelled using
the MC@NLO [26] generator for the hard emission, Herwig for the parton shower and Jimmy for the
underlying event. Light quark and gluon jet background is modelled with dijet samples produced with
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Taken from https://cds.cern.ch/record/1572981/files/ATLAS-CONF-2013-087.pdf 



Future Projects 
•  Study b-tag efficiency for high pT jets 

containing multiple b quarks 
•  Work on specific case of boosted Higgs/Z decay 

to bb~ 
•  Study jet substructure for boosted jets 
•  Go to weekly jet substructure and b-tagging 

meetings 
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